Abstract. In this work, it is shown that the product of lengths that are segments reserved to altitudes of orthocenter is constant in the Poincaré triangle. I defined to Carnot theorem Poincaré upper half plane.
Introduction
The Poincaré upper half plane geometry has been introduced by Henri Poincaré. Poincaré upper half plane is the upper half plane of the Euclidean analytical plane M The Poincaré upper half plane geometry is non-Euclidean, since it fails to satisfy the parallel postulate but satisfies all the remaining twelve axioms of the Euclidean plane geometry [2, 3, 4] . In this Poincaré upper half plane geometry, the lines and the function of distance are different, therefore, it seems interesting to study the Poincaré analogues of the topics that include the concept of distance in the Euclidean geometry. A few of such topics have been studied by some authors [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this work, it is shown that the product of lengths that are segments reserved to altitudes of orthocenter is constant in the Poincaré triangle. I defined to Carnot theorem Poincaré upper half plane. We know that three altitudes of a triangle intersect at one point in the Euclidean geometry that is neutral geometry. Now, let us examine the validity of this statement in the Poincaré upper half plane. sinh HD 6 = sin 6 sinh BH.
If we use the sines theorem in the triangles FHB, EHC, EH

Because of FHB S EHC (ASA), a = 0
sinh FH = ^^ sinh BH sinh HC (5) sinh FH sinh HC = sinh HE sinh BH.
If we put the value of sin 6 = AH ^^e equation (3) in the equation (4) then , "" sinh HE , "" sinh HD = ---sinh BH, sinh AH (6) sinh HD sinh AH = sinh HE sinh BH.
We find following equality from (5) and (6).
sinh FH sinh HC = sinh BH sinh HE = sinh AH sinh HD.
Furthermore, we can find three equalities. Let us employ the sines theorem in the triangles ACF, ABE, respectively. sin (3 sin 90 sinh AF ~ sinh AC' . .
. 0 sinh AF (7) sin/3 = sinh AC'
sin (3 sin 90 sinhAE sinh AB' (8) sinh AE = sin /3 sinh AB.
If we put the value of sin/3 of the equation (7) in the equation (8) sinh CE = sin 9 sinh CB.
If we put the value of sin# of the equation (9) in the equation (10) Figure 2) . There is the following correlation between lengths of two triples of disjoint segments If we take ratios the equations (13), (14) and (15) 
